Anomaly of pretransitional behavior at the nematic-smectic-A phase transition of amphiphilic liquid crystals with a hydrophilic group.
In order to clarify the origin of the X-ray diffraction peak corresponding to the smectic-like layer ordering appearing even in the nematic phase over a wide temperature range above the nematic-smectic A (NA) phase transition in liquid crystal (LC) molecules with a hydroxy group, we investigated the critical behavior of bend elastic constants and the correlation length of the smectic-like ordering in the N phase. It is found that cybotactic clusters with the transient layer ordering grow up extremely even far above the NA phase transition, and the critical exponent of the correlation length of the cybotactic clusters is estimated anomalously larger than that of conventional LC materials. Furthermore, we measured diffusion constants parallel and perpendicular to the director in the N phase, and concluded that cybotactic clusters with the smectic layer ordering create a finite potential barrier to prevent diffusion of the molecules parallel to the director as well as the true smectic A layer structure.